Introduction
The methylotrophic yeast Picha pastoris is a very useful microbial host for the production of complex proteins and biopharmaceuticals due to its capability of performing post-translational modifications. Traditionally, fed-batch production processes with this yeast are based on the specific growth rate (m) and are mostly done by applying feed forward regimes with constant m resulting in exponential feed profiles. 1, 2 This strategy describes a rather rigid system, where cells are always exposed to basically the same conditions. However, this strategy does not consider any physiological changes of the culture, like changes in yields or the maximum substrate uptake capacity, bearing the risk of overfeeding and thus harming the cells. In previous studies, we introduced the specific substrate uptake rate (q s ) as a novel physiological key parameter to design fed-batch strategies for P. pastoris. We showed that by doing dynamic experiments in batch cultivation important physiological information on the respective P. pastoris strain can be gathered in a fast and simple manner.
3-6 Furthermore we showed that applying dynamics during fed-batch does not only give more detailed information on cell physiology and capacity but also affects productivity and product purity. Here we summarize our findings, show the different opportunities of applying dynamics in bioprocess development with P. pastoris and underline the great potential in doing so.
Dynamics in Batch Cultivation
As we repeatedly showed in previous studies, useful physiological information on P. pastoris can be gathered in a rather simple and fast manner by applying substrate pulses during dynamic batch cultivation. Sampling before and after each pulse and subsequent sample analysis allows the calculation of strain specific parameters. This strategy can be applied for different purposes.
Physiology during adaptation to a new substrate
After a batch phase on the C-source of choice, like glucose or glycerol, another C-source, like methanol, is pulsed. The time from applying the pulse until the maximum in the offgas signal is reached can be regarded as the adaptation time of the cells to the new substrate (Fig. 1) . The Keywords: Pichia pastoris, dynamics, bioprocess development, fed-batch, physiological parameter, specific substrate uptake rate Abbreviations: m, specific growth rate; q s , specific substrate uptake rate; q p , specific productivity; C-source, carbon-source. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ by/3.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. The moral rights of the named author(s) have been asserted.
www.landesbioscience.comadaptation time is especially relevant, if a subsequent fed-batch is envisioned and the second substrate is potentially harmful for the cells. Without knowing the adaptation time of the P. pastoris strain to the second substrate, one runs the risk of overfeeding the cells in the fed-batch cultivation. Previously, we showed that different P. pastoris strains showed very different characteristics during adaptation to methanol underlining the great need of individual strain analysis during this phase. 7 Furthermore, the uptake rate for the second substrate during the adaptation phase (q s adapt ) can be easily determined by this method. 4, 7 This value should not be exceeded during the adaptation time in the subsequent fed-batch to avoid substrate accumulation.
The importance of the adaptation phase of P. pastoris to methanol, which still describes the main inducer for this methylotrophic yeast, was also investigated in detail by Jungo et al. 8 The authors analyzed the activity of the intracellular enzyme alcohol oxidase and correlated this to the uptake of methanol and toxic methanol accumulation. These experiments were done in time-consuming continuous cultivations, whereas it is possible to obtain the same information by doing dynamic batch experiments. By pulsing 0.5% (v/v) methanol and sampling before and after the pulse as well as monitoring the offgas signal, q MeOH adapt and the adaptation time can be determined 4 ( Fig. 1) .
Determination of the maximum specific substrate uptake rate (q s max )
By applying at least three consecutive substrate pulses at a final concentration below a potentially inhibiting or even toxic level, the maximum uptake rate of the cells for this substrate can be determined. This value is crucial for the subsequent fed-batch design since it describes the maximum feeding set point. 7 Identification of useful C-sources The strategy of applying substrate pulses during batch cultivation is also useful to identify potentially useful C-sources for P. pastoris and the respective physiological answer of the yeast to the different substrates as adaptation time, uptake rates and metabolite formation can be easily investigated. In Figure 2 the carbon dioxide evolution rate of a P. pastoris strain cultivated in batch, where different Csources at a final concentration of 45 mM were consecutively pulsed, is shown. Sampling and sample analysis allow the determination of the specific uptake rate for the respective substrate and the formation of potential metabolites.
Physiology at different cultivation conditions
The dynamic pulse strategy is especially useful for a fast screening of cultivation conditions. By applying at least two consecutive substrate pulses at the respective conditions, for example pH, temperature, and dissolved oxygen concentration can be varied, specific substrate uptake rate, metabolite formation, and specific productivity (q p ) can be determined. Thus, the cells can be physiologically characterized at different cultivation conditions in a fast and easy way. 
Dynamics in Fed-Batch Cultivation
In contrast to the rigid feed forward fed-batch system based on constant m, we showed that dynamic feeding affects both productivity and product purity and can furthermore be very useful to obtain more detailed information on strain physiology and capacity. 4, 7, 9, 10 Effect on productivity We repeatedly showed that dynamic stepwise feeding from q s adapt to a value close to q s max , which were both determined in dynamic batch experiments before, give higher specific and volumetric productivities compared with a feeding strategy based on constant m. 4, 9 For some P. pastoris strains it was possible to increase the specific productivity at least 2-fold using the dynamic feeding regime compared with a more static one. Furthermore we found out that stepwise increasing the feed rate is more beneficial than linear ramps. 9 Apparently cells secrete more product when they are challenged by a stepwise increase of the feed rate but then again have time to adapt to culture conditions.
Effect on product purity
In terms of product purity we found out that stepwise feeding regimes, which describe more stress for the cells than linear feeding strategies, not only cause the cells to secrete more product but unfortunately also more contaminating proteins. 9 Thus, bioprocess engineers have to decide how pronounced the dynamics during the fed-batch should be, as steps in the feed rate cause more productivity but lower product purity, whereas linear ramps from q s adapt to q s max cause lower productivity but higher product purity. A crucial decision-making point in this respect is the available downstream process for the product.
Cell physiology and capacity
The highest potential for applying dynamics during a fed-batch lies in the development of mixed feed strategies for P. pastoris. Mixed feed strategies give certain technical benefits, like lower oxygen consumption and heat production, 11 and facilitate biomass growth due to a higher biomass yield on the second substrate. 12 We showed the great potential of dynamics during fed-batch for the development of an efficient and robust glycerol-methanol mixed feed system. The feed rate of methanol was adjusted to correspond to a constant q s methanol allowing full induction, whereas the feed rate of glycerol was dynamically increased in steps of q s glycerol . 10 Concomitantly, methanol accumulation in the cultivation broth was monitored and thus a critical specific glycerol uptake rate, where methanol accumulated, could be determined in only one fedbatch experiment (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, the specific productivity (q p ) at the different q s glycerol steps was analyzed and thus another critical q s glycerol level, where a decline of q p occurred, could be determined. Consequently, using this dynamic approach a substrate mixing ratio allowing highest productivity could be identified. Summarizing, the dynamic q s -controlled strategy allowed the concomitant characterization of metabolism and recombinant protein production in only one experiment.
In conclusion, we strongly recommend using dynamics in bioprocess development, where the major objective is the identification of process parameters allowing highest concentration and quality of the desired product. Traditionally, numerous fed-batch experiments and time-consuming continuous cultivations have to be conducted for this purpose. On the contrary, using dynamics in either batch or fed-batch cultivations allows: fast and simple identification of a minimal set of parameters needed to set up consecutive fed-batch regimes based on the physiological parameter q s www.landesbioscience.comfast and simple screening of different P. pastoris strains, cultivation conditions, and C-sources increased productivity compared with more rigid feeding regimes detailed physiological characterization in mixed feed environments and consequent fast development of mixed substrate feeding strategies increased process understanding and optimization of product formation in only a few experiments allowing fast process development
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